
Southampton Summer Day Camp 

CIT and LIT LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
I, __________________________________ have taken part in the Pre Camp 

Meeting and understand the following items that are necessary for safety or general 

knowledge: 
 

1 Complete and return the CIT/LIT SURVEY on time. 

 

2 Attend the Pre Camp Leadership Meeting. 

 

3 I need to return my trip permission slip on or by the first camp day. I   

   also must have a completed Medical Form to go out of camp. 

  . 

4 I understand how the Leadership portion of my day works. I will be 

  assigned a Leadership bunk area after submitting my age choices.  

  Requests to be with special friends are honored during my 

  Recreational part of the day and on trips.       

   

5 I understand that during the Recreational part of my day, I will have  

  activity choices and that all the CITS & LITS are together to have  

  fun and participate in chosen activities. I can choose to be with anyone. 

 

6 I understand that I must be at AM & PM line up to hear  

  announcements so I know what is going on. This is also for attendance and 

  safety. I may also start or end my day with my Leadership Counselors. My    

  Leadership Counselors have discussed this with me.   

 

7 I understand that if I have chosen to learn how to assist with  

  campers during Instructional Swim, I will arrive prepared to 

  get in the water and be on time. I understand that if I have any issues 

  with my being able to get in the water any given day, that I should  

  discuss this with my Leadership Counselor in the AM. I understand  

  that I will still report to the pool, but not go into the water. I will  

  assist in another way. I know that I will be expected to participate in the    

  Swim Workshop and that this will help me to feel more confident and    

  prepared. 

 

8 If I have chosen not to learn how to help swimmers during swim instruction with my 

bunk, I will choose an alternate activity as provided by camp. 

  

 

 

 

 



9 I understand that the CITS & LITS will work together to form their own  

  groups for trips under the direction of the Leadership Counselors.  

  If there are more people who want to be together than appropriate for  

  safety or activity limits, I understand that two groups can be together, but    

  there will be two chaperones assigned who have designated CIT/LITS to be      

  responsible for while on the trip. 

 

10 I understand that while on trips I am expected to always stay with     

    my group and a chaperone. I understand that I am a representative of my         

    group & camp.  I need to listen, follow directions and be respectful. 

 

11 I understand that being a Junior Counselor is not guaranteed.  

    Factors such as the number of placements available every summer  

    may vary; that my maturity and readiness to be a JC will be    

    evaluated at the end of my LIT summer and that seniority is taken into 

    consideration if necessary. 

 

12 I understand the Cell Phone & Electronic Devices At Camp Policy.   

    Camp will not be responsible for any lost, stolen or broken devices. 

    Should you still choose to bring cell phones or electronics to camp, they are    

    not to be used during the camp day. I also understand that taking pictures  

    of anyone at camp is not allowed because of Privacy Issues. I understand  

    that transmitting” questionable pictures” or hurtful pictures via any  

    electronic device will not be tolerated and parents will be notified. 

    I understand that during the camp day, cell phones are not to be used or visable! 

     

 13 I understand that after my LIT experience, if I wish to be considered for                                                             

     a JC intern position, I must have demonstrated that I can be  

     a responsible, caring individual that understands safety issues and can  

     follow camp policies. I must be able to demonstrate leadership skills and   

     be a positive role model. I understand that I will be evaluated for the 

     above skill set by my counselors at the end of the summer.   

 

14 I understand that camp’s goal is for me to have a fantastic summer,  

    to feel a part of the camp community, to make friends and keep old  

    friends, learn life skills, to be safe and to have fun  and just love camp!!!  

     

                   Signed_______________________________________ 

           

                   Please print your full name____________________________ 

 

                  Date____/____/___ 
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